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Abstract
We prove a novel unique continuation result for weak bisolutions to the massive
Klein–Gordon equation on a 2-dimensional cylinder M . Namely, if such a bisolu-
tion vanishes in a neighbourhood of a ‘sufficiently large’ portion of a 2-dimensional
surface lying parallel to the diagonal inMM , then it is (globally) translationally
invariant. The proof makes use of methods drawn from Beurling’s theory of inter-
polation. An application of our result to quantum field theory on 2-dimensional
cylinder spacetimes will appear elsewhere.
∗E-mail: cjf3@york.ac.uk
1 Introduction
The term ‘unique continuation’ covers a variety of results concerning the support prop-
erties of solutions to partial dierential equations (or inequalities); see, for example
Chapters 8, 17 and 28 of [1]. In this short paper we will study an apparently new vari-
ation on this theme concerning weak bisolutions to the massive Klein{Gordon equation
on a 2-dimensional cylinder M . We will show that if such a bisolution vanishes in a
neighbourhood of a suciently large portion of a 2-dimensional surface lying parallel
to the diagonal in M M then it must be translationally invariant. This result was
motivated by a study of quantum eld theory on cylinder spacetimes [2, 3] in which
it is used to deduce global information from knowledge of the expectation value of the
commutator [b(x); b(x0)] of a quantum eld b for nearby points x and x0.
To formulate our result precisely, dene M to be the cylinder formed as the quotient
of R2 by the translation z 7! z + 2, where (t; z) are Cartesian coordinates on R2, and








in local (t; z)-coordinates, where  is a real constant. By a weak P -bisolution, we mean
a bidistribution Γ 2 D0(M M) such that
Γ(Pf ⊗ g) = Γ(f ⊗ Pg) = 0 (1.2)
for all test functions f; g 2 D(M). Such bisolutions play a well known and important
ro^le in linear scalar quantum eld theory as ‘two-point functions’ [4]. We shall prove
that weak P -bisolutions exhibit a unique continuation property modulo translational




0 2M M j  2 [0; ];  2 [0; 2]} (1.3)
for some xed p; p0 2M , where T(τ,ζ) translates points by
T(τ,ζ)q(t; z) = q(t+ ; z + ) (1.4)
and q : R2 ! M is the dening quotient map. These compact surfaces lie within (2-
dimensional) planes parallel to the diagonal in the product manifold MM . Our result
is the following.
Theorem 1.1 Let  be any real number other than a negative integer or zero and define
P by Eq. (1.1). If Γ is a weak P -bisolution vanishing on an open neighbourhood of some
surface Spp′ of the form (1.3) then Γ is translationally invariant.
Here, Γ is said to be translationally invariant if Γ(T(τ,ζ)f ⊗ T(τ,ζ)g) = Γ(f ⊗ g) for all




(t; z) = (f  q) (t− ; z − ): (1.5)
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Theorem 1.1 could also be stated by saying that the restriction of a weak P -bisolution
Γ to any neighbourhood of Spp′ determines Γ uniquely up to the addition of a translation-
ally invariant bisolution. We remark that nontrivial translationally invariant bisolutions
which vanish near Spp′ are easily constructed from any weak solution ’ vanishing near
q(0; 0) by writing (rather loosely)
Γ(t; z; t0; z0) = ’(t− t0 + ; z − z0 + ) (1.6)
where ;  are chosen so that p0 = T(τ,ζ)p. In the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1 the condition
 6= 0 is essential, while the requirement that  should not equal a negative integer is
primarily a technical convenience and can doubtless be removed. To see that the result
fails if  = 0, it suces to note that if G 2 D0(RR) is a doubly 2-periodic distribution,
then (informally)
Γ(t; z; t0; z0) = G(t− z; t0 − z0) (1.7)
is a weak P -bisolution in this case. The requirement that Γ vanish in a neighbourhood of
some surface Spp′ of the form (1.3) restricts G(u; u
0) only in the vicinity of some diagonal
u = u0 + const, so one may easily construct nontranslationally invariant bisolutions Γ
vanishing near Spp′ if  = 0.
We will prove Theorem 1.1 in Section 3 using a result on exponential series established
in Section 2 which draws on Beurling’s theory of interpolation [5]. (These ideas also
underpin Shannon-type theorems in signal processing (see, e.g., [6].) As mentioned
above, an application of Theorem 1.1 to quantum eld theory on cylinder spacetimes
will appear elsewhere [2, 3].
2 A Result on Exponential Series
In this section, we use ideas and methods drawn from Beurling’s theory of interpola-
tion [5] to obtain a result on exponential series which will be the key to the continuation
result proved in the next section.
Let   C be a countable set with at most nitely many non-real elements. For each
complex sequence c = fcλgλ2Λ labelled by  and obeyingX
λ2Λ
jcλj <1; (2.1)















for f 2 D(R). Here, the Fourier transform of f is dened by
bf() = Z 1
−1
dx eiλxf(x): (2.4)
It is essentially straightforward to show that the map
! : ‘1() −! D0(R)
c 7−! !c (2.5)
is an injection, i.e., if !c(f) = 0 for all f 2 D(R), then cλ = 0 for all  2 . In this
section we will establish a condition for ! to be injective from ‘1() to D0(E) for E a
nite interval in R. We will require the following:
Definition 2.1 A (countable) set   C is said to be uniformly discrete if there exists
 > 0 such that j−0j >  for all pairs ; 0 of distinct elements of . If  is uniformly
discrete and contains at most finitely many non-real elements, then we define the upper






where N(r) is the maximum number of elements of  contained in any interval of form
[x; x+ r], x 2 R.
We remark that N(r)=r has a limit as r !1 because N(r) is subadditive and N(r)=r
is bounded above (by uniform discreteness).
Our main result in this section is based on the following, which is a slight modication
of a result due to Beurling in [5].
Proposition 2.2 If   C is uniformly discrete and has at most finitely many non-real
elements and E is any real interval of length greater than 2D+(), then there exist test
functions ffλgλ2Λ in D(E) such that
bfλ(0) =

1  = 0
0  6= 0 (2.7)
for ; 0 2 .
In the case   R, this follows directly from the proof of Theorem 1 in [5]. In that argu-
ment, Beurling constructs analytic functions bfλ [which he denotes gλ] obeying Eq. (2.7)
and which are of the correct exponential type to be Fourier transforms of functions sup-
ported in E. By construction, these functions are in fact Fourier transforms of functions
in D(E), although continuity suces for Beurling’s purposes. The result is easily ex-
tended to include nitely many non-real elements using the ideas of Lemma 4 in [5].
Beurling’s result has the following immediate consequence:
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Corollary 2.3 If  and E obey the hypotheses of Theorem 2.2 then ! is injective as a
map from ‘1() to D0(E).
Proof: Applying Proposition 2.2, we have cλ = !c(fλ) for all  2 .
Our main result here is a slight extension of Proposition 2.2 to address more general
countable sets  which may contain accumulation points.
Theorem 2.4 Suppose   C is countable with at most finitely many non-real elements.
If there exists R > 0 such that R = f 2  j jj > Rg is uniformly discrete then ! :
‘1() ! D0(E) is injective whenever E is an interval of length greater than 2D+(R).
Proof: Let a and b be any real numbers such that a > b > 2D+(R) and suppose a
sequence c = fcλgλ2Λ exists such that !c(f) = 0 for all f 2 D(0; a). We will show that










so that !c = ’+  .
For each  2 nR, we apply Proposition 2.2 to the set R[fg and the interval (0; b)
to obtain a test function fµ 2 D(0; b) such that bfµ(z) vanishes for z 2 R and equals unity
for z = . Now consider the 1-parameter family of test functions (Tαfµ)(x) = fµ(x−)





iλα bfµ() = 0 (2.9)





vanishes for all  2 [0; a − b]. Since the right-hand side of Eq. (2.10) extends to an
analytic function of  [because nR is a bounded subset of C] we deduce that it must
vanish identically. It follows that cλ bfµ() = 0 for all  2 nR and in particular that
cµ = 0 [because bfµ() = 1].
We have now shown that cµ = 0 for all  2 nR. To conclude the proof, we apply
Corollary 2.3 to the set R and the interval (0; a) to show that cλ = 0 for all  2 R.
Thus ! is injective as a map from ‘1() to D0(0; a) and hence from ‘1() to D0(E)
whenever E is a real interval of length greater than 2D+(R).
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3 Proof of Theorem 1.1
We begin with some preliminaries. Let  be any real number other than zero or a
negative integer, and let n (for n 2 Z,  = ) denote the distribution acting on




dt dz e−iωnt+inz(f  q)(t; z) (3.11)
where q is the quotient map dening M and !n is given by
!1/2n =
 jn2 + j1/4 n2 > −
eipi/4jn2 + j1/4 n2 < −: (3.12)
If  < 0, nitely many of the !n can be imaginary. Equivalently,
n(f) = bf(!n; n) (3.13)
where the Fourier transform bf of f 2 D(M) is
bf(!; n) = Z
R[0,2pi]
dt dz e−iωt+inz(f  q)(t; z): (3.14)
Each n is a weak P -solution for the corresponding value of ; moreover, any weak







nn′n ⊗ n′′; (3.15)
where the coecients γ
′
nn′ grow no faster than polynomially in n; n
0, so the sum converges
in the weak- topology on D0(M M). Clearly,








from which it follows that Γ is translationally invariant if and only if the only nonzero
coecients γ
′
nn′ are those on the anti-diagonal, with n = −n0,  = −0.
We now prove Theorem 1.1, which states that a weak P -bisolution is translationally
invariant if it vanishes on a neighbourhood of a diagonal set Spp′ of the form (1.3) for
p; p0 2M .
Proof of Theorem 1.1: We express Γ in the form (3.15) and show that all coecients γ
′
nn′
other than those on the anti-diagonal must vanish if Γ vanishes in a neighbourhood N of
a diagonal set Spp′. First note that, by compactness of S, there are open neighbourhoods
O1 of q(t1; z1) and O2 of q(t2; z2) in M such that N contains the translates T(τ,ζ)O1 
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T(τ,ζ)O2 for  2 E,  2 [0; 2] where E is a real interval of length greater than . Thus,
xing fi 2 D(Oi) we have
F (; )
def
= Γ(T(τ,ζ)f1 ⊗ T(τ,ζ)f2) = 0 (3.17)
for all ;  in these ranges. If we now take Fourier components of F , dening FN ()






d e−iNζF (; ); (3.18)













′)τqnn′(f1 ⊗ f2): (3.19)
In this expression, the distributions pnn′; qnn′ 2 D0(M M) are dened by
pnn′ =

γnn′n ⊗ n′ + γn′nn′ ⊗ n n 6= n0




nn′ n+ ⊗ n′− + γ−+n′nn′− ⊗ n+; (3.21)
the frequencies (n; n0) and (n; n0) are given by
(n; n0) = !n + !n′ (3.22)
(n; n0) = !n − !n′ (3.23)
and the summations are performed over the sets IN = f(n; n0) 2 Z  Z j n + n0 = Ng
and I+N = f(n; n0) 2 IN j n  n0g.
From Eq. (3.19) we see that each FN () is an absolutely convergent exponential series
with frequencies
(N) = f(n; n0) j (n; n0) 2 I+Ng [ f(n; n0) j (n; n0) 2 INg; (3.24)
of which at most nitely many are non-real. Furthermore, each FN () vanishes on a
real interval of length greater than . We will apply the results of Section 2, using the
(n; n0) as the uniformly discrete part of the spectrum. The (n; n0) in (N) belong to
a compact set (which depends on N) and exhibit accumulation points.
Starting with N 6= 0, we note that there is exactly one term in the series (3.19) for
each frequency in (N). There are two cases.
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Case I:  > 0. In this case (N)  R. Owing to the inequalities
(n; n0) 
p
(n+ n0)2 + 4 > jn+ n0j  j(n; n0)j  0 (3.25)
and the fact that (n;N − n) = 2jnj+O(1) as jnj ! 1, the set

(N)
jN j = f 2 (N) j jj > jN jg (3.26)
is uniformly discrete with uniform upper density D+(
(N)
jN j ) =
1
2
. Theorem 2.4 imme-
diately entails that the restriction of FN() to any real interval of length greater than
 uniquely determines the coecients in the series. Accordingly, pnn′(f1 ⊗ f2) = 0 for
(n; n0) 2 I+N and qnn′(f1 ⊗ f2) = 0 for (n; n0) 2 IN .
Case II:  < 0 with − 62 N. In this case (N) contains nitely many non-real frequencies
arising when minfjnj; jn0jg < jj1/2. For jn− n0j > jn+ n0j+ 2jj1/2 the inequalities
(n; n0) >
q
(n + n0)2 − 2jn+ n0jjj1/2 > j(n; n0)j > jn+ n0j (3.27)
hold and since (n;N − n) = 2jnj+O(1) as jnj ! 1 the set

(N)
R = f 2 (N) j jj > Rg (3.28)





, where R =
p
N2 − 2jN jjj1/2. As in Case I,
Theorem 2.4 entails that pnn′(f1 ⊗ f2) = 0 for (n; n0) 2 I+N and qnn′(f1 ⊗ f2) = 0 for
(n; n0) 2 IN .
If N = 0, the above analysis is modied slightly because there are innitely many
zero frequency terms (since (n; n0) = 0 for all (n; n0) 2 I0). Nonetheless, all nonzero
frequency terms must vanish by identical arguments to those above, so pnn′(f1⊗ f2) = 0
for (n; n0) 2 I+0 . The total zero frequency coecient also vanishes, soX
n2Z
qn−n(f1 ⊗ f2) = 0: (3.29)
To summarise, letting N run through Z, we have pnn′(f1⊗f2) = 0 for all n  n0, and
qnn′(f1 ⊗ f2) = 0 unless n = −n0, in which case Eq. (3.29) holds. Furthermore, these
conclusions hold for arbitrary fi 2 D(Oi), and we may therefore deduce that the only
γ
′
nn′ which can fail to vanish are those with n = −n0,  = −0 (which contribute to the
zero frequency part of F0()). As noted at the beginning of this section, this implies
that Γ is translationally invariant. The remaining condition Eq. (3.29) simply expresses
the fact that Γ must vanish near the diagonal set S.
4 Conclusion
In this paper we have discussed an apparently new unique continuation phenomenon
for weak Klein{Gordon bisolutions on a cylinder: a bisolution vanishing in a neighbour-
hood of a suciently large diagonal set must be globally translationally invariant. It
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would be interesting to see how far Theorem 1.1 can be generalised. There seem to
be no essential diculties in extending to the Klein{Gordon equation for more general
constant Lorentzian metrics on M , subject to an appropriate modication of the diag-
onal sets Spp′. For nonconstant metrics there are no nontrivial translationally invariant
bisolutions to the corresponding Klein{Gordon equation, and we speculate that a strict
unique continuation result might hold in this case. It may be that an approach based on
Carleman inequalities (see e.g., Chapter 17 in [1]) would be fruitful here. Finally, one
may prove analogues of our result in 2-dimensional Minkowski space [3] using more stan-
dard Fourier methods. Although a straightforward generalisation to higher dimensions
is not possible [3], it would be interesting to determine whether there are nonetheless
analogues of this result.
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